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Materials handling on the farm at
first observation appears to be a
rather simple problem. The general
features of a material, such as flow
characteristics, storage form, speciai
storage and handling requirements,
etc., are known within rather broad1
limits. The origin and destination of
a particular move is known, from
which the distance can be estimated.
The quantity of material to be hand
led can be estimated, along with the
storage limits at the origin and des
tination. The time in which the ma
terial is to be moved can be determin
ed and the rate of movement calcul
ated.

Knowledge concerning the problem
is not limited to characteristics of the
material and the cirmustances. There
is a vast array of materials handling
equipment available with which to
perform the handling task. This
equipment includes numerous types
of pumps, conveyors, efevators, hoists,
wheeled vehicles, power scoops and
fork lifts. Many of these units are de
signed to handle several materials of
quite different characteristics, such
as front-end loaders for manure and
grain or self-unloading feed wagons
for grain and/or silage. Although
horsepower requirements, capacities,
and performances are not explicitly
known for all of these units, applica
tions can generally be made on a pre
dictable basis, particularly with the
more common units.

The Problem
It is apparent that considerable in

formation is available concerning the
"what" and "how" of a particuiar
materials handling task. And yet,
mechanization of materials handling
operations on the farm is lagging. The
lag is particularly apparent when
field mechanization is compared to
farmstead tasks. Farmers have not gen
erally succeeded in organizing well
co-ordinated systems of handling ma
terials. Hand methods of moving
materials are common. Hauling pre
vails as the conveying method. Multi
ple re-handling of products as they
move through the purchase-utilization
or production-marketing cycle is the
rule, rather than the exception. The
organization of product storage in
relation to utilization areas is a criti
cal problem. Materials handling on

the farm has become a bottleneck in
the expansion of agricultural produc
tion.

This bottleneck in production is
centered on the farmstead, and pri
marily around livestock production.
This is not to say that there are not
many materials handling tasks re
lated to field crop production that
are worthy of study. But the pressure
is on the farmstead. It is here that
efficiencies gained in field crop pro
duction are dissipated. In the period
1940 to 1956, production per man
hour in feed grains increased over
300%, as shown on Table I.

In the same period, gains in the
output per manhour in meat animal
production were less than 15%. The
only significant breakthrough in me
chanizing farmstead tasks has occur
red in poultry and dairy production.

Farmstead tasks require an increas
ing share of the farmers total time.
In the period shortly after World
War II, routine chore time for the
typical farmer was estimated at 30%
of total time. (1) Current estimates
place this figure at more nearly 40%.
(2) Seferovich, (3) using data pub

lished by the USDA, documents the
fact that the farmstead time is in

creasing. The time devoted to harvest
ing crops and to generat farm main
tenance have remained at approxi-
matefy 25% and 15%, respectively,
of total time from 1910-1957. In con
trast, the time devoted to preparation
and pre-harvest of crops has dropped
12% from a high of 31% in 1910,
while all livestock work has increased

13% to a high of 42% in 1957.

TABLE I

Per Cent Increase in Production
per Man-Hour lor Selected Crop
and Livestock Enterprises

Livestock or

Feed Crops
1910-
1956 %

1910-

1940 %
1940- "
1956 %

Meat animals 25 11 14

Milk cows 89 20 69

Poultry 106 16 90

Hay and forage 137 19 118

Feed grains 349 44 305

Sourse: Agricultural Outlook Charts,
USDA, 1958.

The author chooses to let the case

for the need of increased research in
materials handling on the farm rest
on these brief citations. A number of

authors have quite ably presented
comprehensive literature reviews and
observations that amply document
the case. (3, 4, 5, 6). It is the primary
purpose of this discussion to consider
fundamental aspects of the problem
and its analysis.

Farmstead Mechanization Lag
The reasons behind the consistent

lag in farmstead mechanization are
many and varied. All of these reasons
cannot be treated in this paper, but
there are three general areas that
should be discussed to set the stage
for subsequent material. These in
clude 1) the lack of standardization in
farmstead practices; 2) the failure to
view buildings as production tools;
and 3) the long life of farm buildings
relative to technological change.

The lack of standardization in

farmstead practices has resulted in a
highly individualistic approach to
farmstead planning and development.
Field crop production is essentially
standardized for any particular crop
in any field in Canada or the United
States. In contrast, livestock produc
tion on two adjacent farms may dif
fer so completely that direct compari
son is complicated, if not impossible.
This is the result of lack of informa
tion to completely specify a practice
for livestock production, and has led
to the creation of an unique farm
stead on every farm. Equipment must
be customized for each farm, an add
ed cost in the manufacture, sales, and
installation of farmstead equipment.

Manufacturers of buildings and
equipment as well as farmers have
failed to view farm buildings as pro
duction tools. Buildings have tradi
tionally been planned totally separ
ate from the farm equipment indus
try. Yet to sell a structure without con
sideration of mechanicai equipment
essential to the process to be carried
on in the building, is to manufacture
and sell a tractor without wheels! The
marketing of grain drying equipment
as a part of a pre-packaged grain stor
age unit is evidence that building
manufacturers are aware of the pos
sibilities.



The long life of farm buildings in
relation to the technology which they
serve ha!s contributed much to the
farmstead mechanization problem.
Farm buildings tend to last through
two or more generations of techno
logy and management. As a result, few
farmers have the opportunity to "start
from scratch". New structures must
continually be fitted into an exist
ing circumstance, seldom without
compromise. The layout of the farm
stead becomes scattered, often random
ized, with little coordination of com
ponents of the storage-processing-
utilization cycle. The heterogeneous
nature of farm buildings and associa
ted equipment preyents the adoption
of one technique. A multiplicity of
methods result.

Such is the setting of the materials
handling problem on the farm. Mech
anization of farmstead tasks has been
spasmodic, piece-meal, and uncoordin
ated. The physical makeup of the
farmstead has prevented approaching
or attaining optimum organization.
Commercial manufacturers have of
fered little in the way of pre-packaged
farmstead components that contri
bute to a solution.

The intensified farm operation of
today and tomorrow requires — de
mands—something better. The farm
stead must be organized around an
efficient process. The factory build
ing must constructively contribute
to this process organization, and must
be adaptable to inevitable change.
Each materials handling operation,
each transport, each storage must
be analyzed and organized in a man
ner that will contribute to an expedi
ent flow of materials through the
plant. All processes must ultimately
contribute to an overall production
system that is the function of the
farm enterprise.

The research task is the design and
development of the production sys
tem, the processes, the materials
handling components, the factory de
sign. To these considerations must
be added the costs, the economic op
portunities, the labor inputs, the new
technologies. It is the task of the re
searcher to consider all these things,
and to step forth with a method and
a solution.

A Perspective on Research
Many analyses of materials hand

ling systems on the farm begin with a
consideration of an individual farm.
Such an approach concentrates heav
ily on problems created by past deci
sions, rather than on ways of avoiding
such problems in the future.

If it is the purpose of the study to
evaluate a given technique in analyz
ing an actual farm operation, an in
dividual farm circumstances is the ap
propriate setting. But if the program
objective is to develop production sys
tems for a given type of farm, the an
alysis should not be limited to an
actual farm problem. Existing build
ings and farmstead organization limit
the design opportunity. Furthermore,
while compromised plans are being
developed for an unique circumstance,
other farm operators are building new
structures and designing new systems.
If guidance is not given here, where
in freedom of design exists, problems
can be created faster than they are
solved.

An alternative to the study of an
individual farm is to select sound
practices from a number of farms.
These practices can be combined into
an idealized system. This approach
presents a maximum opportunity for
the use of new concepts and techni
ques. Where missing links in the sys
tem components or practices occur,
the researcher is free to innovate to
the best of his ability. While the
idealized system is not typical of any
particular farm, it is a realistic solu
tion based, to a large extent, on the
best of current practice.

Mass surveys of materials handling
practice on the farm have a limited
place in system analysis, particularly
in evaulating engineering aspects of
the problem. Results are largely limi
ted to a status quo statement of ma
terials handling mechanization. There
is little to be gained by studying in
ferior methods that would not be
recommended, other than to docu
ment the need for change.

An alternative effort might be the
collection of elemental time data on
the jobs, operations, and work ele
ments involved in materials handling
on the farm. If adequate elemental
time data were available, it would be
possible to analyze any farm opera
tion and estimate the consequnces of
a given practice or method. But ele
mental times are almost completely
lacking for such common operations
and work elements as 1) hooking a
wagon to a tractor; 2) opening a gate,
passing through, and reclosing (the
basis for justifiication of a stock-guard,
an automatic gate, etc.,) 3) opening,
filling, and closing a self-feeder; and
4) connecting a belt or PTO to a
tractor. All of these operations are
common to a large share of swine pro
ducers. They represent the set-up and
knock-down time (the time to get

ready to do something and clean up
afterwards). The time spent in set
up and knock-down in agricultural is
phenomenal.

The possibility of mechanizing the
collection of time element data should
not be overlooked. Although there is
much to be said for the overall obser
vations which a person can make
while timing a given operation, mech
anical data collection offers the possi
bility of simultaneous data from many
operations or farms, over an unlimit
ed period of time. Measurement of
motion, contact and proximity are
possible. With radio or wire trans
mission to a multi-channel recording
instrument, it would appear possible
to log the time sequence and chart
the path of a device such as a sell-
unloading feed wagon.

Concepts of Mechanization

Two rather common terms associat
ed with materials handling on the
farm have contributed to a hazy def
inition of the problem. These two
terms are continuous floiv and auto
mation. A number of agricultural
scientists appear to believe that effi
cient materials handling is not pos
sible without continuous flow. The
implication is that batch processing
is outmoded. Batch handling can, in
fact, be automatic and continuous. A
weigher on a grain separator is an
example. The important concept is
not whether the process is continuous
or batch, but whether it is organized
for an expedient flow of materials
through the plant. How the materials
handling is done is more a function
of the process than of the method.

It should be recognized that con
tinuous flow processes in industry us
ually take place under supervision.
The man is present to correct mal
functions and perform routine main
tenance. But continuous flow applied
to the farm often implies automatic
operation, on an unsupervised basis.
A batch system of handling offers a
safety check on system performance.

The term automation has contri
buted to a general attitude that "it's
not modern unless it's fully automa
tic". Yet there are many ways in
which man-time can be used besides
that of pushing a button. In terms
of extremes, man-time can be either
used as a producer of horsepower or
to think. There are a number of de
grees of manual and intellectual ef
fort between these extremes, as fol
lows:



Man-Time Use

1. Think
2. Floating Control Device
3. Expediter
4. Agitator
5. Produce Horsepower.

Mechanization Sequence

a. Remove the drudgery
b. Mechanize all handling
c. Apply on-off control
d. Integrate the control system
e. Introduce automatic program

ming.

The intermediate descriptions of
man-time use simply indicate man's
ability to supervise. A man is capable
of supervising a number of simultane
ous operations, provided they are pro
perly organized. Many farmstead tasks
require some supervision or observa
tion. It is sound economics to make
use of this man-power in the most
productive manner.

The mechanization sequence is the
reverse of the man-time listing, and
can be used as a guide in mechanizing
any operation. The two extremes of
drudgery and automation may be set
at opposite ends of a scale.

If the vertical axis represents in
vestment cost, an arbitrary curve can
be drawn through the cost of each
level of mechanization. The implica
tion of such an hypothetical curve is
that there may be a good return to
mechanization investment at the in
termediate levels, short of 100% auto
matic operation. The intermediate
levels of mechanization also may af
ford experience necessary for success
ful selection, installation, and opera
tion of automatic processes.

Concepts of Research

One of the primary problems in
developing a program of research in
materials handling on the farm is the
great scope of the problem. It appears
quite probable that as much as 75%
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ol the work on a farm is in some way
"materials handling". If the research
objective is to develop a technique
for expediting this work, the problem
is indeed complicated. There are, how
ever, several ways in which the ma
terials handling problem may be
viewed, and these several viewpoints
can be used as a guide in interpret
ing a research approach.

A farm production system is made
up of a series of inter-related process
es that contribute in unison to the

final production output. The entire
production system can be viewed as
having both horizontal and vertical
dimensions (Figure ]).

PRODUCTION SYSTEM DEVELOPMEN'PMEN^>

A „

MATERIALS HANDLING PROBLEMS

Figure I. The two dimensions of a materials hand
ling problem.

To move vertically through the
production system is to explore an in
dividual process or a sequence of re
lated processes. Moving horizontally
through the maze is an attempt to
sum a series of processes into a more
comprehensive production system.

A solution to both of these aspects
of the materials handling problem is
necessary. The horizontal summation
will be useless unless each individual

process considered is developed to a

high degree of efficiency. But efforts
to develop a technique should not be
restricted until individual processes
are developed. The long range pro
gram objective rests squarely on the
development of a method of summa
tion.

These two aspects of the problem
appear admirably suited to a gradu
ate program. The many individual
processes tend to be limited in scope,
and can be approached from either a
practical or theoretical viewpoint.
They appear well suited to research at
the master's level. The development
of a technique for horizontal summa
tion with its more comprehensive,
theoretical aspects, appears more suit
ed to doctoral level work.

Analysis of an individual process
can often be simplified by a function
al classification. A grain-feed hand
ling system, for instance, can be classi
fied into functions of 1) harvest, 2)
transport, 3) storage, 4) assembly, 5)
processing, 6) distribution, and 7)
feeding. Mechanization options for
four of these functions are presented
in Figure 2. A line connecting options
under each of the four functions is a

schematic flow diagram of the process.

A Demonstration of Technique

The author completed a research
study during 1958 that demonstrates
many of the concepts outlined in the
previous discussion. The research
dealt with the development of grain-
feed handling systems for livestock
farms. The analysis is treated in de
tail in a thesis (7) and a published
paper (8).

ASSEMBLY PROCESSING DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 2. A function classification of a grain-feed handling process.
Continued on page 27



only advantages are reduction of gear-
changing, optimum engine loading,
and the ability to exert high drawbar
pull under stall conditions—at the
expense of lower maximum power.

Thus a torque-converter does not
have as high an efficiency nor as
wide a working speed range as an
hydro-static system and still needs a
manual change-speed mechanism (the
clutch for which must transmit some

multiple of engine torque), a reverse
gear, brakes, and separate steering ar
rangements for tracklayers. Torque-
converters have been used in agricul
tural wheeled tractors only since 1956
and only in the U.S.A. In Europe,
on the other hand, the major develop
ment work has been on hydro-static
transmissions, particularly in England
and in West Germany. In Canada
at the present time the torque-con
verter system and the semi-automatic
epicyclic arrangement are available.
Both systems require rigid mechanical
connection between power unit and
driven members.

A wide variety of types of hydro-
mechanical, hydraulic and mechani
cal drives are feasible, but it may be
suggested that hydro-mechanical and
semi-automatic mechanical designs
are transitory steps in the progress
towards a completely suitable tractor
transmission system, which seems like
ly to be an hydro-static one because of
the high efficiency which can be ob
tained and the flexibility in design
which can be achieved. For instance,
it is not difficult to visualize an inter
changeable basic farm power unit
consisting of an engine with hydro
static propulsion and actuation sys
tem. Such an arrangement could re
sult in more effective mechanization
together with a reduction in capital
investment per farm—which is in di
rect contrast to the history of farm
mechanization up to the present time.

3. The maximum practical degree
of mechanized grain handling must
be possible in all systems.

4. Only grain destined for livestock
feed need be considered in the sys
tem design. This includes purchased
livestock feed supplies.

In addition to these assumptions,
some general principles of grainfeed
handling system design were formu
lated to establish a more specific de
sign criteria. These were as follows:

1. Minimize distance

2. Minimize set-up and knock-down
time

3. Design for multiple use of equip
ment

4. Use man time first to think and
last for power

5. Plan in an open end manner for
future growth and alternative
action.

A + B •©•
Figure 3. A schematic drjwing of the basic rjrnin-

foed handling system layout. A—Corn Storage
Unit, B—Feed Storage and Processing Unit, C—

Small Grain Storage Unit, D—Grain-Feed Handling
System.

Using the principles of grain-feed
handling system design a number of
system layouts were developed for
various combinations of ear corn and
shelled grain. The basic pattern of
the layouts (Figure3) is to combine a

EILEVATION

corn storage unit and a small grain
storage unit around a central pro
cessing area. The processing area is
the focal point of all out-of-storage
handling and processing, as well as
storage area for supplement and pro
cessed feed.

Figure 4 serves as a fitting conclu
sion to this discussion. The layout
features a complete closed cycle me
chanization system that is flexible. In-
to-storage handling could be by port-
table inclined conveyor. The dryer
location can be replaced by an ear
corn crib, or a flat storage for shelled
or ear corn. Structures may be of any
combination of sizes, equipped with
or without drying. Finally the entire
system can be built unit by unit,
over a period of years, to permit an
economical transition from the present
to the future.

Continued from page 4

The approach used in this analysis led
to the synthesis of grainfeed handling
systems. The assumptions that estab
lished the general framework for the
analysis were as follows:

1. The handling systems must be
designed in such a way that they can
be built component by component
over a period of years.

2. Each system must provide space
for on-the-farm processing.

Figure 4. A grain-feed handling system for shelled
grain. A—-18' Dia. 3000 bu. bins, B—Dryer,
C—Automatic grinder mixer with hopper bin"
D—Wet Corn or Bulk Supplement, E—Belt F—
Bucket elevator, C—Unloader.
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